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The war in      Pitt's successful campaign in Canada was largely condi-
1S     tional, moreover, on his ability to maintain the Opposition
thentwdaibyin to  France  on  the   Continent.    The success  of  Prussia's
Europe.       invasion of Saxony in 1756 was short-lived, for in the next
year Frederick was heavily defeated at Kolin, and the defeat
of the Duke of Cumberland at Hastenbeck led to his signing
the humiliating Convention of Kloster-Zeven, withdrawing
Hanoverian troops from the War.    This Convention the
English Government refused to ratify,    Frederick's posi-
tion, however, became almost desperate, and his victories
at Rossbach and Leuthen were followed by his defeat at
Hochkirck and Kunersdorf ,    The " army of observation "
under Ferdinand of Brunswick did a good deal to engage the
French, and in 1759 won a great victory at Minden.   Though
Berlin was occupied by the Austrians, Frederick continued
the fight, and even defeated Ms enemies at Torgau.
Frederick of     Thus in Europe victory alternated with defeat ; Frederick
maintains     suffered tremendous losses but refused to surrender.   All
tanceesto      praise is certainly due to him for the amazing skill and
Austria and   courae with which he maintained his obstinate defence
against the overwhelming odds so constantly marshalled
by France, Austria and Russia, The co-operation and able
military resource of Ferdinand of Brunswick was un-
doubtedly of immense help to him. Without the subsidies,
regularly paid by Great Britain, and without the unrelenting
energy with which Pitt prosecuted the Continental War,
the position of Frederick must have become untenable.
Pitt's power In October, 1761, however, Pitt disappeared from power
undermined	-	i •    n	i      -i     i        ,        i      r     ,1	i	•
by:	as dramatically as he had entered. ie the country, as m
the smaller circle of politicians, there was a growing dis-
content with the continuance of the War. Mauduit's
Considerations of the Present German War, which was
hostile to Pitt's method of conducting it, went through six
war,	editions within a few months,1 and the people were becoming
increasingly hostile to apparently limitless expenditure of
the country's resources.2 Moreover, Pitt's Ministry had been
so successful that further warfare seemed unnecessary,
1	Corbett, England in Seven Years* War, voL ii.» p. 148,
2	The War added ^75,000,000 to the National Debt.

